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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT  

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK  

----------------------------------------------------------  

In re              

        Chapter 11  

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD., et al.,  

          Case No. 11-15059  

        (MG) (Jointly Administered) 

    Debtors.       

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

KUMARAN VIJAYAKUMAR   RESPONSE TO THE FIFTIETH OMNIBUS 

OBJECTION OF PLAN ADMINISTRATOR SEEKING TO DISALLOW CERTAIN 

NON-DEBTOR EMPLOYEE CLAIMS  

 

  

 Kumaran Vijayakumar, an employee claimant (the “Claimant"), by his undersigned 

counsel, submits his response (the “Response”)  and declaration  in support of his Response 

attached hereto ( the “Vijayakumar Declaration”) to the Fiftieth Omnibus Objection of Plan 

Administrator  Seeking To Disallow Certain Non-Debtor Employee Claims
1
 (the “Objection” ) 

and respectfully submits that the Court should overrule the Objection for the reasons set forth 

below. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

 

  The Claimant was employed by MF Global Holdings USA Inc. (“USA Inc.”) from on or 

about January 11, 2010 to on or about November 7, 2011.  The Claimant filed his claim (the 

“Claim”) in the case of USA Inc. (Claim #1536, 08/22/12 in the amount of $1,500,000.00).   

Attached to the Claim were his employment contract (the “Employment Contract”) and 

                                                           
1
 Capitalized terms used herein but not otherwise defined shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Objection. 
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guarantee for a bonus (the “Bonus Guarantee,” together with the Employment Contract, the 

“Employment Agreement”)  that he entered into with USA Inc. (The Claim is attached as Exhibit 

A.)  Almost two years after he filed the Claim, the Plan Administrator filed this Objection. The 

Objection is solely predicated upon the declarations made by Scott A.Rinaldi, the financial 

advisor (the “Financial Advisor”) to the Plan Administrator (the “Financial Advisor 

Declaration”) and the MFGI Trustee. The Financial Advisor Declaration relies upon books and 

records
2
 of the above captioned debtors (the “Debtors”) and the claims register of MFGI. Based 

on the aforementioned, the Financial Advisor concluded that the Claim arises “out of the 

claimants’ employment by MFGI and, therefore, do not represent liabilities of any of the 

Debtors.”  The Financial Advisor Declaration failed to take into account the most direct and 

relevant documentation, including the Employment Agreement, that the Claimant was paid by 

USA Inc. and the failure of  his alleged “employer,” MFGI, to send  the Claimant a bar date 

notice. (See Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement (“W-2”) attached as Exhibit B.)  In light of the 

aforementioned, the Financial Advisor’s conclusion that the Claimant was a non-employee of 

USA Inc. is baffling.
3 

 Similarly, unpersuasive is the Statement of the MFGI Trustee which 

conveniently alleges that the Claimant was employed by MFGI now that he is barred from 

bringing a claim against MFGI.
4
   Thus, the Claimant respectfully submits that the Objection 

must be denied.  It consists of conclusions largely unsupported by the facts that would be 

necessary to strip the Claimant of benefits he bargained for in the Employment Agreement.  

While the Claimant accepted and complied with his responsibilities under the Bankruptcy Code 

                                                           
2 Including the employee list (the “10-27-11 Oracle List”) generated from the electronic employee database and the 

10-27-11 Oracle List. 
3
 The Financial Advisor was aware or should have been aware of the Employment Agreement, as it was attached to 

the Claim. Furthermore, the Financial Advisor was aware that the Claimant’s salary was paid by USA Inc.    At a 

minimum, this should have given him pause. This raises the question about what other information that would 

support that the Claimant  was  an employee was deemed irrelevant by the Financial Advisor. 
4
 The MFGI Trustee does not allege that the Trustee scheduled Mr.  Vijayakumar in the MFGI case or was provided 

notice of that case. 
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and Rules, the Objection does not even provide sufficient evidence to shift the burden of proof of 

establishing the Claim's legal sufficiency to the Claimant.
5 

 The Objection should also be overruled as a matter of law based on (i) the 

contractual terms of the Employment Agreement that contradict the allegations in the Objection 

and (ii) promissory estoppel. Nevertheless, if the Court did find that the Objection shifted the 

burden of proof to the Creditor, a summary disposition should be denied because there are 

disputed issues of fact and law that cannot be resolved on the papers alone.  

ARGUMENT 

 

I. THE OBJECTION SHOULD BE OVERRULED AS A MATTER OF LAW 

BECAUSE THE CLAIMANT WAS AN EMPLOYEE OF USA INC.  

 

1. In October of 2009, MF Global Holdings Ltd., one of the Debtors, hired Peter 

Forlenza as global head of equities. (Vijayakumar Declaration, ¶ 3). 

2. Mr. Forlenza was responsible for “managing the company’s equity and equity 

derivatives businesses across all customers and product lines, including cash, direct market 

access, equity derivative and exchange-traded funds activities.” 
6
 

3.  Mr. Forlenza had been co-head of equities at Bank of America (“BoA”). During 

Mr. Forlenza’s tenure at BoA, the Claimant was head of volatility trading and product head for 

equity derivatives at BoA. (Vijayakumar Declaration, ¶ 4). 

4. Mr. Forlenza recruited the Claimant to work for USA Inc. and the Claimant 

reported to him. (Id., ¶ 5). 

                                                           
5
 “In practice, the objector must produce evidence which, if believed, would refute at least one of 

the allegations that is essential to the claim's legal sufficiency. Once this is done, the burden then shifts back to the 

claimant to produce additional evidence to prove the validity of the claim by a preponderance of the evidence. In re 

Residential Capital, LLC  2014 WL 1414136, 5 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2014)(citations and brackets omitted). 

6 “MF Global Appoints Peter Forlenza as Global Head of Equities,” Bloomberg.com, October  5, 2009, available at 

http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=aYALG6_Mje9g 
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5.  The Claimant negotiated the terms in the Employment Agreement with USA Inc. 

as an essential condition for him to join the firm.  The Employment Contract explicitly sets forth 

that it's terms are binding on the parties: states “This letter will serve as our offer of employment 

to you at MF Global Holdings USA Inc. (“MF Global” or the “Company”) as head of US 

Equities Derivatives, reporting to Head of Global Equities.” Employment Contract, Page 1.  The 

Employment Contract was signed by Thomas Connolly who was an employee of one of the 

Debtors. (Vijayakumar Declaration, ¶ 6). 

6. The Claimant’s unique skills were an important part of USA Inc.'s business 

strategy.  The Claimant was responsible for global risk equity trading and equity derivatives 

trading. (Id., ¶ 7). 

7. The Claimant was hired as an executive to create a full sell-side equity derivatives 

broker dealer (“US Equity Derivatives Team”) through developing institutional client 

relationships as well as a trading desk that had the ability to take risk to facilitate that business. 

The Claimant worked closely with Mr. Forlenza to build out the US Equity Team. (Id., ¶ 8). 

8. The Claimant was tasked with building a global trading platform and was 

responsible for equity risk management and equity derivative trading desks (the “International 

Desks”) in London, Hong Kong, Taipei and Mumbai. He spent extensive time in those regions 

developing trading desks.  He was involved in all hiring/firing decisions of employees involved 

in equity risk management in those regions. He had weekly calls and daily emails with those 

regions.  (Id., ¶ 9). 

9. Each of the International Desks was regulated by the relevant regulators for that 

country. They were not regulated by SIPC and, as such, did not report into MFGI. Crucially, 

these responsibilities demonstrate that the Claimant was employed/controlled by one of the 
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Debtors and, as such, undercuts any allegations that Claimant was not an employee of the 

Debtors. (Id., ¶ 10). 

10. At the beginning of 2011, USA Inc.  was still in the midst of a major hiring 

process for the US Equity Team. In light of this expansion, the Claimant was approached and 

agreed to defer  a portion of his bonus for fiscal 2011  until fiscal 2012. (Id., ¶ 11).  

The Employment Agreement 

11. Pursuant to the Employment Contract: 

 You will also receive the following: 

(a) For the fiscal year ending March 31, 2011, your guaranteed cash bonus will be 

a minimum of $1,500,000.00… Bonuses are paid in June following the close 

of the fiscal year not later than June 15, 2012, and you must not have 

voluntarily resigned or been terminated for “cause” prior to the date that the 

bonus is to be paid to receive any payment.  

…… 

 

Employment Contract, Page 1.    

 

 

12. Pursuant to the  Bonus Guarantee: 

We believe that you are a key leader whose contributions to the Company and 

to the Global Equities business are critical to our success… 

 

As you know you hold a guaranteed bonus commitment in the amount of  

$1,500,000.00  for the fiscal year 2011(“the Guarantee”) ... This letter 

confirms our mutual agreement to amend your Agreement with respect to 

Guarantee and reduce the minimum guarantee bonus amount to $750,000.00  

for the fiscal year  2011… 

 

In addition for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2012 your guaranteed 

minimum bonus will be $1,500,000.00 of which 20% may be paid in deferred 

instruments… 

 

13. USA Inc. hired Mr. Vijayakumar, reported him as an employee to the IRS, paid 

his salary and supervised him
7
. (Vijayakumar Declaration, ¶ 12). 

                                                           
7
 Alternatively, he was supervised by another one of the Debtors. 
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14. In the words of USA Inc. itself, the Claimant was a “key leader whose 

contributions to the Company and to the Global Equities business.”  (See Bonus Guarantee.) He 

was an executive who made multiple, high-value contributions to various lines of the Debtors’ 

business. (Id., ¶ 13). 

15. The Objection's allegations that the Claimant was not employed by USA Inc. 

simply do not make sense when viewed in light of the reliable, contemporaneous, original 

documentary sources that demonstrate that the Claimant was employed by USA Inc. Moreover, a 

significant portion of his job responsibilities included equity risk management for the Foreign 

Desks which were controlled by and reported to the Debtors and did not and could not report 

back to MFGI. (Id., ¶ 14). 

16.  Furthermore, at no time throughout his employ was there ever any 

communication that he was employed by anyone other than USA Inc.  In fact, USA Inc.  

communicated to the government that it employed him. (Id., ¶ 15). 

The Claimant Acted Responsibly With Respect to His Claim 

17. The Claimant filed the Claim in the USA Inc. bankruptcy proceedings as that was 

the entity that he entered into his Employment Agreement with, the entity that employed him and 

paid his salary. He attached back-up documentation cited herein that demonstrated his 

employment by USA Inc.  In doing so, he complied with the Bankruptcy Code, Rules, and the 

instructions with which he was provided. (Id., ¶ 16). 

18. The Claimant did not sleep on his claim rather he contacted the Garden City 

Group several times requesting information on its status. Despite his contacts with Garden City 

Group, the Claimant was never informed that there was any problem with his Claim and, 
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specifically, was not told that it was alleged to have been filed with the wrong Debtor.  (Id., ¶ 

17). 

19. The Employment Agreement supported by the Vijayakumar Declaration leaves no 

reasonable doubt that the Claimant was an employee of USA Inc. and is entitled to a claim in the 

amount of $1,500,000.00 as asserted. Thus, the Claimant respectfully requests that the Court 

deny the Objection as the Plan Administrator failed to produce evidence which, if believed, 

would refute that the Claimant was an employee of USA Inc. after it hired him. 

II. THE OBJECTION SHOULD BE OVERRULED AS A MATTER OF LAW BASED 

ON PROMISSORY ESTOPPEL 

 

20. Furthermore, the Debtors are estopped from denying that they are liable to the 

Claimant under the Employment Agreement.  As a result of their promise to him in the 

Employment Agreement and his detrimental reliance upon that promise, the Debtors are 

obligated to the Claimant under the Employment Agreement. 

21. “To state a claim for promissory estoppel under New York law, a party must 

establish a clear and unambiguous promise; a reasonable and foreseeable reliance by the party to 

whom the promise is made; and an injury sustained by the party asserting the estoppel by reason 

of his reliance.” Totalplan Corp. of Am. v. Colborne, 14 F.3d 824, 833 (2d Cir.1994); See also, 

Williams v. Eason, 49 A.D.3d 866, 868, 854 N.Y.S.2d 477, 479-480 (2d Dep’t. 2008).  

22. The facts here necessary to establish promissory estoppel are not in dispute: (i) 

pursuant to the provisions set forth in the Employment Contract,
8
 USA Inc.  promised to pay the 

Claimant; (ii) it was foreseeable to USA Inc. that the Claimant would rely on the Employment 

Contract – USA Inc. contemplated that the Employment Agreement would induce him to leave 

                                                           
8
 With respect to the Bonus Guarantee, (i) USA Inc. unequivocally promised to pay the Claimant  the Bonus 

Guarantee; (ii) the Debtors contemplated and succeeded in inducing him to forgo a significant portion of his 

guaranteed bonus (iii) the Bonus Guarantee induced him to defer a significant portion of his guaranteed bonus for 

Fiscal Year 2011; and (iv) he would be prejudiced by the loss of a significant portion of his bonus. 
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his position at BoA and, as a result, join USA Inc.; (iii) the Claimant worked for USA Inc. for 

nearly two years on reliance on those promises and representations contained in the Employment 

Agreement; and (iv) the Claimant would be severely prejudiced by the unenforceability of the 

Employment Contract as he left his position at BoA. (Vijayakumar Declaration, ¶ ¶19 -20). 

23. Even if the Plan Administrator provided evidence to support his Objection, 

promissory estoppel based on the Claimant’s reliance would form a valid and sufficient basis for 

his Claim. 

III. THE OBJECTION SHOULD BE OVERRULED AS A MATTER OF LAW BASED 

ON THE JOINT LIABILITY OF USA INC. 

 

24.  Even if the Court where to find that USA Inc. was not his employer, which it 

was. USA Inc. is still jointly and severally liable as the Claimant was hired and controlled by 

USA Inc. The Second Circuit has applied the economic realties test to determine joint and 

several liability.  The “economic realities” test considers four factors including whether the entity 

(1) had the power to hire and fire employees; (2) supervise and control employee work schedules 

or conditions of employment; (3) determine the rate and method of payment; and (4) maintained 

employment records.” Herman v. RSR Sec. Serv. Ltd., 172  F.3d 132. 139 (2d Cir. 1999). The 

Second Circuit noted that no one particular factor is determinative but rather the court should 

look to the “totality of the circumstances.” Id.  

 

IV. IN THE ALTERNATIVE, THE OBJECTION SHOULD BE OVERRULED 

BECAUSE THERE ARE DISPUTED ISSUES OF FACT AND LAW. 

 

 

25. At a minimum, the Employment Agreement and the W-2’s are powerful evidence 

of his employment that raises a “disputed issues of fact .. that cannot be resolved on the papers 

alone.”  In re Residential Capital, LLC  2014 WL 340027*1(Bankr. S.D.N.Y 2014).  If the Plan 
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Administrator had provided a more substantial evidentiary basis to support their objection, which 

is unlikely, it would lead to the conclusion that the facts are in dispute.   

26. WHEREFORE, based upon the foregoing, the Claimant respectfully requests 

entry of an Order (i) overruling the Objection as it applies to his Claim and (ii) granting such 

other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

Dated: New York, New York 

            June 9, 2014 

 Attorneys for Claimant 

BRONSTEIN, GEWIRTZ & GROSSMAN, LLC 

     By: /s/ Edward N. Gewirtz  

      Edward N. Gewirtz [EG6801] 

      60 East 42
nd

 Street, Suite 4600 

     New York, New York 10165 

     Tel. No.:  (212) 697-6484 

     Fax. No.: (212) 697-7296 
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Attorneys for Creditor Kumaran Vijayakumar               

Edward N. Gewirtz [EG6801]      

BRONSTEIN, GEWIRTZ & GROSSMAN, LLC 

60 East 42
nd

 Street, Suite 4600    

New York, NY 10165 

(212) 697-6484 

  

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT  

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK  

----------------------------------------------------------  

In re             

         Chapter 11  

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD., et al.,  

          Case No. 11-15059  

        (MG) (Jointly Administered) 

    Debtors.       

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

DECLARATION OF MR. KUMARAN VIJAYAKUMAR IN SUPPORT OF HIS   

RESPONSE TO THE FIFTIETH OMNIBUS OBJECTION OF PLAN 

ADMINISTRATOR SEEKING TO DISALLOW CERTAIN NON-DEBTOR 

EMPLOYEE CLAIMS  

 

  

Kumaran Vijayakumar, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declares and respectfully says:   

 I am the above referenced employee claimant (the “Claimant"), and I am familiar 

with my financial affairs. I submit this declaration in support of the Reply.
 1
 

1. I was employed by MF Global Holdings USA Inc. (“USA Inc.”) from on or 

about January 11, 2010 to on or about November 7, 2011.   

2. I filed my claim (the “Claim”) in the case of USA Inc. (Claim #1536, 

08/22/12 in the amount of $1,500,000.00).   Attached to the Claim were my employment 

contract (the “Employment Contract”) and guarantee for a bonus (the “Bonus Guarantee,” 

                                                 
1
 Capitalized terms used herein but not otherwise defined shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the 

Objection or the Reply. 
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together with the Employment Contract, the “Employment Agreement”)  that I entered into 

with USA Inc.  

3. In October of 2009, MF Global Holdings Ltd., one of the Debtors, hired Peter 

Forlenza as global head of equities.  

4. Mr. Forlenza had been co-head of equities at Bank of America (“BoA”). 

During Mr. Forlenza’s tenure at BoA, I was the head of volatility trading and product head 

for equity derivatives at BoA. 

5. Mr. Forlenza recruited me to work for USA Inc. and I reported to him. 

6.  I negotiated the terms in the Employment Agreement with USA Inc. as an 

essential condition for me to join the firm.  The Employment Contract was signed by Thomas 

Connolly who was an employee of one of the Debtors. 

7. My unique skills were an important part of USA Inc.'s business strategy.  I 

was responsible for global risk equity trading and equity derivatives trading. 

8. I was hired as an executive to create a full sell-side equity derivatives broker 

dealer (“US Equity Derivatives Team”) through developing institutional client relationships 

as well as a trading desk that had the ability to take risk to facilitate that business. I worked 

closely with Mr. Forlenza to build out the US Equity Team.  

9. I was tasked with building global trading platform and was responsible for 

equity risk management and equity derivative trading desks (the “International Desks”) in 

London, Hong Kong, Taipei and Mumbai. I spent extensive time in those regions developing 

trading desks.  I was involved in all hiring/firing decisions of employees involved in equity 

risk management in those regions. I had weekly calls and daily emails with those regions.   
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10. Each of the International Desks was regulated by the relevant regulators for 

that country. They were not regulated by SIPC and, as such, did not report into MFGI. 

Crucially, these responsibilities demonstrate that I was employed/controlled by one of the 

Debtors and, as such, undercut any allegations that I was not an employee of the Debtors. 

11. At the beginning of 2011, USA Inc.  was still in the midst of a major hiring 

process for the US Equity Team. In light of this expansion, I was approached and agreed to 

defer a portion of my bonus for fiscal 2011 until fiscal 2012.   

12. USA Inc. hired me, reported me as an employee to the IRS, and paid my 

salary and supervised me
2
.  

13. I was an executive who made multiple, high-value contributions to various 

lines of the Debtors’ business. 

14. The Objection's allegations that I was not employed by USA Inc. simply do 

not make sense when viewed in light of the reliable, contemporaneous, original documentary 

sources that demonstrate that I was employed by USA Inc. Moreover, a significant portion of 

my job responsibilities included equity risk management for the Foreign Desks which were 

controlled by and reported to the Debtors and did not and could not report back to MFGI. 

15.  Furthermore, at no time throughout my employ was there ever any 

communication that I was employed by anyone other than USA Inc.  In fact, USA Inc.  

communicated to the government that it employed me.  

16. I filed the Claim in the USA Inc. bankruptcy proceedings as that was the 

entity that I entered into my Employment Agreement with, the entity that employed me and 

                                                 
2
 Alternatively, I was supervised by another one of the Debtors. 
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paid my salary. I attached back-up documentation that demonstrated my employment by 

USA Inc.   

17. I did not sleep on my claim rather I contacted the Garden City Group several 

times requesting information on its status. Despite my contacts with Garden City Group, I 

was never informed that there was any problem with my Claim and, specifically, was not told 

that it was alleged to have been filed with the wrong debtor.   

18. The Employment Agreement supported by this declaration leaves no 

reasonable doubt that I was an employee of USA Inc. and am entitled to a claim in the 

amount of $1,500,000.00 as asserted.  

19. I  worked for USA Inc. for nearly two years on reliance on those promises and 

representations contained in the Employment Agreement  and I would be severely prejudiced 

by the unenforceability of the Employment Contract as I  left my  position at BoA. 

20. The Bonus Guarantee induced me to defer a significant portion of my 

guaranteed bonus for Fiscal Year 2011 and I would be prejudiced by the loss of a significant 

portion of my bonus. 

Dated:  New York, New York 

     June 9, 2014 

 

 

 

 

/s/ Kumaran Vijayakumar 

Kumaran Vijayakumar 
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